


Awaken your Obsessionss with blissful pleasures. Dreamy, plush, and flexible silicone toys featuring powerful 
vibrations. Rechargeable and water resistant. Find the dream partner that is made just for you.

ROMEO, CLYDE, BONNIE, JULIET

0274-04
0274-05
0274-14
0274-15

Bonnie - Light Pink
Juliet - Light Purple
Bonnie - Dark Pink
Juilet - Dark Purple

Clyde - Light Pink
Romeo - Light Purple
Clyde - Dark Pink
Romeo - Dark Purple

0274-24
0274-25
0274-34
0274-35



Revolution will deliver an experience like never before. A potent rotating motor will spin your dreams into a new 
reality. Truly a wonder to behold and feel. Climb on, hang tight and enjoy the ride. Remote included for solo use 

or for couples play. Rechargeable, flexible, and full of wild pleasures. AAA battery not included.

Hurricane - Teal
Earthquake - Teal
Tsunami - Teal

0277-07
0277-17
0277-27

INTENSE
GYRATING

MOTOR



Tie the one you love and show them the ropes. Bound 
collection features ropes in assorted colors that are 
comfortable and non-chaffing. Mix and match for added 
excitement. 25ft. (7.62mm)

Rope - Silver
Rope - Pink
Rope - Purple
Rope - Red
Rope - Green
Rope - Gold

1300-01
1300-04
1300-05
1300-06
1300-08
1300-09



Constructed of premium ABS plastic, the classic vibrators by Chroma are reimagined as rechargeable wonders. 
Sleek and powerful, the intensity of Chroma is easily controlled and features multi-speed and functions. Available 

in a variety of colors, Chroma Vibes are water resistant and suitable with all lubricants.

0305-00
0305-04
0305-07

Bullet - Multicolor
Bullet - Pink
Bullet - Teal

0305-20
0305-30
0305-40

Sunrise - Small
Sunrise - Medium
Sunrise - Large

0305-50
0305-60
0305-70

Rainbow - Small
Rainbow - Medium 
Rainbow - Large

PETITE

SUNRISE RAINBOW



Lustful dreams and blissful pleasures. Firefly's Dream vibrating 
air pulse toy is a marvel of design and performance. Made 
of premium grade silicone and exclusive technology, Dream 
will quickly become your bedside favorite. Rechargeable and 
suitable with all lubricants.

The Fae by Revel bundles multiple uses into one toy. Fae’s 
sleek handle features ten thrusting modes while Fae’s dual 
purpose rounded head provides ten pulsing vibration modes 
or ten air pulse modes depending on your mood. Made of 
premium-grade silicone, water resistant, rechargeable, and 
suitable with all lubricants.

Dream - Glow0482-00

0675-85
0675-87

Fae - Purple
Fae - Teal

AIR PULSE
THROBBING
THRUSTING

GLOWS IN THE DARK



Our borosilicate glass plugs are adorned with red hearts and multi-colored gems for 
passionate encounters and exciting stimulation. 

0719-01
0719-11

Red Heart - Small
Red Heart - Medium

Rainbow Gem - Small
Rainbow Gem - Medium

0719-41
0719-51

Match your mood and your booty with Glams Xchange. A 
fashionable accessory to entice and romance. Made from 
premium grade silicone featuring three interchangeable 

colorful gems. 

0514-03
0514-13

Heart - Small
Heart - Medium

Round - Small
Round - Medium

0514-33
0514-43



0670-64
0670-67

Leila - Pink
Leila - Teal

LEILA

Glide through the sexual universe with Leila by Sugar 
Pop. Exclusive panty vibrator can be operated by a 
downloadable application or used with its unique 
remote. Elegant, discreet, and loaded with features 
-- Leila is the star of the galaxy. Rechargeable and 
suitable with all lubricants. 

0670-53
0670-54

Bliss - Black
Bliss - Pink

BLISS

Keep pleasures in the palm of your 
hand with the visually breathtaking 
Bliss - the ultimate wand for 
explosive vibrations. Elegantly 
provide enticing massage to all 
erogenous zones. Bliss by Sugar 
Pop features warming function for 
elevated  temperature  sensation. 
Made of premium silicone and 
rechargeable. 

 APP
CONTROLLED



0556-44
0556-48

Eros - Pink
Eros - Blue

EROS

Play naughty all by yourself or with 
your partner. Eros' internal stimulation 
is controlled by the included remote 
for wireless fun and surprise. Soft, 
supple silicone is comfortable to wear 
for extended sessions. Fits under your 
clothes so it’s your little secret.

0558-35
0558-37

Alpine - Purple
Alpine - Teal

ALPINE

Wiggle in your butt with Alpine 
by INYA. This remotely operated 
butt plug features an innovative 
gyrating motor for extraordinary 
sensations. Experience luxury and 
pleasure with the water resistant 
and rechargeable Alpine. Suitable 
with all lubricants. 

0557-55
0557-65

Flirt - Lilac
Flirt - Dark Purple

FLIRT

Flirt by INYA - the world's 
most flexible and bendable 
vibrator. Silent and powerful, 
the Flirt features plush silicone 
to deliver pinpoint accuracy 
and heavenly delights. Water 
resistant, rechargeable, and 

suitable with all lubricants. 



1119-33
1119-37

Emperor - Black
Emperor - Teal

EMPEROR
1103-53 Alpine - Black

ALPINE

1107-77 Slingshot II - Teal
SLINGSHOT II

Rule your kingdom with the Emperor Rings 
from Renegade. Let the vibrations carry you 
away on a sea of ecstasy. Rechargeable 
rings are stretchy and comfortable to wear 
for extended sessions. 

Wiggle in your butt with Alpine by Renegade. 
This remotely operated butt plug features an 
innovative gyrating motor for extraordinary 
sensations. Experience luxury and pleasure 
with the water resistant and rechargeable 

Alpine. Suitable with all lubricants. 

Put your cock into the slingshot and 
blast o�. Slingshot’s dual function is 
designed to stimulate the prostate 
while hugging your cock and balls. 
Operate Slingshot with the included 
remote and leave all your troubles 
behind. Rechargeable, water resistant. 

and made from premium silicone. 

NEW
VIBRATING

DESIGN



Renegade rings will prolong pleasure and 
add excitement to your day. Supple and 
comfortable -- rings are stretchy and fit 
many sizes. Suitable with all lubricants. 

Erectus - Black
Erectus - Teal
Cradle - Black
Cradle - Teal
Twofold - Black
Threefold - Black

1111-83
1111-87
1112-23
1112-27
1112-33
1112-43

Shane Diesel - the man, the legend, 
the cock!! Now in dual density realistic 
silicone. Enjoy this exact replica of 
Shane's massive cock and let your 
fantasies become a reality. Suitable with 
all lubricants. 

 Dual Density Dildo0801-32

REALISTIC

SUPER STRETCHABLE!

SILICONE
DUAL DENSITY



Add visual excitement to your BDSM play with Spectra Bondage collection. Made of 
supperior man made materials and couture designed hardware, these restraints will 

bring color and excitement to your playground. 

Blindfold - Rainbow
Collar &  Leash - Rainbow
Wrist cuff - Rainbow
Ankle cuff - Rainbow
Flogger - Rainbow
Hogtie - Rainbow
Ballgag - Rainbow
Paddle - Rainbow

1311-01
1311-02
1311-03
1311-04
1311-05
1311-06
1311-07
1311-08



1314-22
1314-23

1314-12
1314-13

1314-10
1314-11

1314-20
1314-21

1315-10
1315-11

1315-00
1315-01

Bewitch - S/M
Bewitch - L/XL

Risqué - S/M
Risqué - L/XL

Crave - S/M
Crave - L/XL

Vamp - S/M
Vamp - L/XL

Rogue - S/M
Rogue - L/XL

Dare - S/M
Dare - l/XL

Dress up your assets with Cosmo’s stylish chest harness. Accented with rose gold nickel-free 
hardware and adjustable straps for the perfect fit. Made from easy to clean vinyl. Cosmo harnesses 

are available in a variety of styles and sizes.



NEW

NEW

NEW
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